FASC GOLF TWO/ALFA

SUBJ: CAMBODIAN REPORT SOUTH VIETNAM

FBI INFO PASSED FROM UDON NON
MIL UNIT TO MRI AND MRF T UNITS
NR 56 ((1))

1. SITUATION SOUTH VIETNAM. ON THE NIGHT
OF 30-31 JANUARY, VIETCONG
ACTING SIMULTANEOUSLY OCCUPIED
THE
SAIGON GOVERNMENTAL PALACE ATTACKED THE
SAIGON U.S. EMBASSY BESIEGED THE AIRPORTS
AT TAN SAN NHUT AND CAN THO.
FOURTEEN PROVINCES ARE REPORTEDLY OCCUPIED
INCLUDING DANANG AND NGUYEN
CAC KY HAS REPORTEDLY BEEN ARRESTED.
GENERAL THIEU HAS DISAPPEARED FROM
THE GOVERNMENTAL PALACE. THE SITUATION REMAINS

CONFLICTED. OTHER INFORMATION FULL CW.

2. MIL REGIONS BORDERING ON SOUTH VIETNAM
HAVE BEEN ADVISED AT TC
IN MEASURES TO TAKE
REGARDING THIS SITUATION
((1)) RECEIVED ON CEMB 52086 AND DUCED ON CEMMB 50023.
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